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The President’s Welcome
by Francesco Lotito - FISSC President
In presenting this online newspaper that represents an additional effort on the part of FISSC to be close to all its associated coordination, let me recap the programmatic lines that the Federation is
continuing now for some years.
Firstly it was decided by the federation to hold meetings with all football institutions and non to try to carry talks on the various issues which are so important and at heart to us representatives of
organised fans. For sure this effort has been successful because meetings were held with all the major institutions in Italy (Lega – Observatory – Internal Ministry – FIGC).
The goal was to confront all without having to subordinate our creed to anyone. With the same logic we give voice to the legal representatives of Ultras groups, to express their views in our meetings .
In short, an open dialogue with all, on those subjects so dear to all fans.
Another important point is related to the objective of having in Italy stadiums, rich in services for fans, as there exists in most of Europe. Over uneaseness of having unadequate, crumbling, outdated
stadiums, without parking spaces and restaurants, FISSC has exercised pressure in all directions, believing that the solution and success of the football world in Italy is to be found in new club owned
stadiums, thereby giving rise to an adequate capitalisation of such properties.
Another workhorse of the Federation is the strong demand for uniform procedures for all the fans in various stadiums throughout Italy, both for the access, entrance and the exposure of banners, and
both for those fans who travel to away matches. It is not right that every single prefect and quaestor autonomously decide on procedures which differ from city to city.
And again how cannot we don’t mention the battle, partially won with the ‘Lega’ on the matches timetable ? Although, having to reluctantly accept the breaking up in match schedules due to television
rights and needs, we managed to obtain that league games in August are held in the evening or night and that during the winter advancements and postponements of matches are preferably held in
southern Italy.
And finally, not wanting to make a list too long in this our presentation of this newsletter, since this will be our commitment to adequately highlight the positions taken by FISSC from time to time , we
want to highlight and point out the mother of all our battles, to fill stadiums again, possibly with children and families, giving also battle against the continuance rise in ticket prices.
Someone may object that we haven't talked about the supporter’s card! Its such a complex subject and yet so terribly modern that would take too much space. We will study this topic in the coming
weeks and months, even based on your valuable feedback.
Someone tell that you haven't talked about piece of fan! Is a subject too complex and so terribly current that it would have taken too much space to explain and talk about. We will be deepening our
study on this topic in the coming weeks and months, also based on your valuable feedback.
A heartfelt appeal to you all: try to be close to us, with your suggestions and proposals. The strength of the Federation will increase by the participation of all coordinators at our meetings and in our
activities.
A special thanks goes to Fiorella who had this idea, to Fausto who supported her and to Joe from Malta who has made it available for its implementation and to all those who have given their
contribution for the success of this online newspaper.
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We continue where we left ...
by Fiorella Brambilla - Secretary to the FISSC General Council
This is the cover of the first issue of FISSC magazine ‘SUPPORTERS’ desired and
created by the then Secretary Mario Merighi, which was released in May 1990 and was
devoted in large part to the1990 World Cup. For those "older" members of FISSC who
have had the opportunity to read it, for sure this will bring back beautiful memories.
The themes dealt with then, are still up to date, even now, and one those articles one
finds the same topics of today: violence, racism issues and problems concerning
availabilty of away tickets.
This publication, which ended after only three issues, had somehow given to all even
to small clubs the opportunity to publicise their activities. It was with this same
objective in mind, to continue just from there, that originated the creation of a
newsletter online, through which everyone who has at heart the success of football
and the fans can communicate and contribute. In Fausto, I found all the support to
make this idea a reality and to give it life and in Joe a tireless contributor and friend
who made it come real. For this reason our ‘on-line newsletter’ must have maximum
spread on the whole territory by the coordination centres to all their clubs, expecting
in return their comments, articles and even criticism.

Compared to printed

publications, today thanks to Internet, we can now communicate in a few minutes and
I expect ALL to give maximum cooperation with photographs, articles and thoughts
that may be interesting to the world of fans. The space is all yours and pages in the
newsletter is just waiting to be filled by YOU.
We all know how important the visibility of our and your activities are and for this
reason if a club is interested in having an online newsletter Joe is there ready to give
his usual helping hand.
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Monopoli 2009
The Board of Directors in Monopoli.

Empoli 2007
President

Francesco

Lotito

alongside

Secretary Fausto Hall.

Modena 2010
At the meeting of FISSC held in Modena on
October 9, 2010 was handed over to
Roberto Boninsegna, FISSC TESTIMONIAL,
a commemorative plaque in virtue for the
loyalty

he

always

sporting figure.
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All together passionately for a better football world.
UDINE 2009 - MODENA 2010
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Give us back our Stadiums !!!
by Fausto Sala - FISSC Secretary

Italian football is definitely going through one of the most complex periods in its recent history
in which the fan rappresents unfortunately the weakest and defenseless ring in the entire chain.
It is very difficult today to be a fan for a series of reasons, from football television raging at all
hours every day, to the situation of our stadiums absolutely inadequate compared to other
European plants, up to the known problems created by the proper application of the
regulations governing the flow of spectators in games considered at risk by the competent
authorities.
In all these problems, the voice of the fans remain perpetually unheard with the sad result that
those who are an integral part of world football are the first to heavily pay the consequences of
decisions taken by other expert insiders. The path so laboriously undertaken by FISSC in recent
years without false modesty intends to bring the role of fans to play an active part as a partner

football and to help us grow further along this path.

that can provide its contribution to the improvement of the existing conditions of usability of

The invitation therefore is to collaborate actively to its implementation by sending articles

stadiums. Bringing back to the stands families and in general all those people who live the game

and photographic material in confirmation how much each of us daily give part of our time in

of soccer as an occasion of celebration and a moment of popular aggregation is the ambitious

safeguarding the football interest. Everyone must know that our organisations, legally

goal of our Federation. Not deterred, our commitment is to intervene with incisiveness and

constituted and operating, sustained by the principles of democracy and non-profitable,

determination at all the institutions at the head of italian football so that we can change fairly

respecting the freedom and dignity of all their members, count thousands of clubs and

and non-discriminatory those rules that restrict the freedom of movement of the fans, as well

hundreds of thousands of members, all correct, ordered and non-violent fans. We are the

as the expression and the very life of all the organized fans inside the stadiums, the results of

healthy side of the football world, fans convinced that it will be always possible to cheer

which are obvious there to all to see: a decline in spectators which is increasing every day.

collectively, in a warm and colorful way, provided this is done within the form of a healthy

To ensure that this fan’s voice is unique, and therefore has more weight in the consideration of

sports culture and a of peaceful coexistence, respecting the ethical values of sport.

the competent authorities, it should also start with serious training within its coordination

There is no rhetoric in this appeal, but the firm will to affirm our say as we sit at tables that

centres to develop an adequate associative culture which would identify in FISSC the true point

really counts, to regain the pleasure of attending a football match:

of reference for a legal sports culture. A tool that we consider extremely useful and on which
we will put much focus to reach this goal is our online newsletter, made by us fans officially
organized, which aims first of all to cut out for us a more major visibility within the world of
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A healthy response to a solitary fan...
by Giuseppe Munafò - FISSC Vice President
The coordination centres, are organizations made of persons, fans, ready and willing to listen,
share, resolve. A real point of reference.
In this globalized society, made up of pay tv, internet, sms and call centers, where every fan
through a television set, a computer or a mobile phone, can activate, login or meet their own
sporting passions, the coordination centres and various fan organisations legally constituted
and operating, appear increasingly as foreign entities to reality, almost an expression of a
bygone era.
In this context, however emerges the figure of a "lonely fan", "alone" in relation to the product
he intends purchasing, "alone" in relation to the event that he wants to take part in, all group
and social relations are pulvirized and fragmentated, it ignores the need for aggregation and of
belonging to a group for each one of us; every fan becomes a "contact" solely finalised to
increase business.
Last year’s phenomena of violence have contributed more to accelerate this sad process of
"solitude" of the fan. Such a phenomena in fact, besides being the expression of deviance of
the individual [a contrast between cultural and social structure that manifests through
rebellion] and/or of groups [where those who commit an act of violence does so to satisfy the
expectations of his/their group otherwise contrary to the rules of society in general], gave
considerable impetus to the introduction of written rules [Laws and Directives of the
Observatory], further restrictiing and limiting thr freedom of "movement" of the fan and his
chance to live the sporting event collectively and in groups.
This scenario disorients the fan who, diverted [discharged] by the clubs to the various web
portals, online ticketing, to the bank branches and the call centre, has discovered
[rediscovered] our centres and our organisations, made up of real people, fans like him, ready
and willing to listen, share and solve ... a real point of reference.
So here is the right push, the impulse that has motivated our structures to implement and
modernise a cultural process based on the principle virtue of solidarity [which goes beyond the
single circle of our members/associates] and with the unique and important intent of exporting
our services and support available to the entire population of fans well sorted and corrected.
That's why, maintaining within the possible limits the traditional ticketing activities, we are
reorganising to offer a somewhat better service to fans: organise events, away transfers,
charity and solidarity initiatives, children tournaments, promoting the presence of children at
the stadium, providing sport material, listening, responding, inform and communicate ... all non-
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rumunerative activities and uncomfortable for the clubs but certainly useful and important for
that fan who still want to live the sport event with the a civic sense and social spirit, his own
free time "to cheer and support his team".
And to the above mission one should add that which we believe is the most strategic: that of
promoting a legalized culture of association within the system. We are more then convinced
that it is always possible to cheer collectively, warm and colorful, provided that this is done
within the limits of a healthy sports culture, and of a peaceful coexistence between all legally
formed associations operating on the lines and principles of democracy, of electivity and of
equal opportunities. We, who are carriers of these values, invite all solitary fans who intend
to live football in a civil and orderly way, to come closer to our organisations, they will find
ample space, place and people who are more then willing to share with them the true and
healthy sporting passion.

The risk of violence and banned football for fans...

by F. Bocca - La Repubblica [25 febbraio 2011]
By now it passes almost unnoticed, due to the repetition, but in Serie A and not only that, there
is a climate of intolerance that is raising the level of alarm day after day. From the episodes of
Rome, of which we have now talked for a long time, to the aggressions which took place in
Cesena and Bari.
We live in a constant state of emergency, of more or less widespread violence, which changes
our habit of enjoying the football game, to go to the stadium.
One can understand this perfectly well from the restrictions that are being applied just to enter
the stadium and watch a football game.
Despite the card fan, of which was said to be the price to pay in order to allow the entry of away
supporters, the prohibitions and the stop to travelling caravans of fans continue to persist. The
latest decisions concern six serie A matches of the 28th day: Lecce-Roma; Juventus-Milan;
Naples-Brescia; Bologna-Cagliari; Fiorentina-Catania; Inter-Genoa. More then the majority of
matches of Serie A was subjected to restrictions or bans, for reasons of public order. And this
also involves supporters of big clubs. Think of Milan supporters who cannot participate in an
easy and fascinating trip like the one in Turin.
Among other things there is a report by the italian secret services in Parliament, and of which
there has been news right now, which makes the panorama even more worrying. It seems that
a coalition of ultras groups of various teams is forming and even of different political
orientation, but still of right-wing majority, determined to fight with all means the institution of
the fan card. The italian secret services have reported a "strong state of tension".
I am not among those who dispute these bans: iIf there risks best avoid them. Italian football in
recent years has experienced a long trail of violence of which we cannot disregard. Something
that is changing profoundly the relationship between the fans and the stadium and their own
team. We are more or less all driven to enjoy football just in tv, and staying far from the live
event. Which has anything but another charm.
Once football was a trip, a picnic, a chance to see a city and to be together, now it's a path of
hurdles.
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by Roberta Castellini — ANDeS Press Office
A.N.DE.S [National Association Of Safety Representatives of Soccer Stadiums] was born in Bologna on

July 27, 2007, after a long gestation which began in 2002 by some "insiders" who felt the need
to coordinate with each other to cope with common problems of safety management in the

venues, available to an audience as diverse and numerous as possible.

stadiums. The final push for its realisation was finalised during the first training Course by CONI

To date, A.N.DE.S. represents 75% of Italian football clubs between ‘Lega Nazionale

for delegates, held in Rome in June 2007, on the initiative of the Ministry of the Interior and of

Professionisti A and B and Lega Pro, and has imposed a code of ethics and is trying to spread

the FIGC.

the culture of safety in sports facilities, aims to transform the sports panorama from arena to

Following the enactment of D.M. 8/8/2007, the figure of the stadium security officer, which
contains all the functions that are due not only to the protection of the safety of the spectators,
the so-called "safety"; but also part of those "security" activities which takes a major role in the
security sector as representatives of the football club, determining the conjunction between
various parts.
THE A.N.DE.S., has among its primary goals that to foster the dissemination of a culture of
safety in sports plants and organise educational activities to initiate, updatie, and improve the
activities and duties of the safety delegate.
On May 26, 2010, it received, from the National Observatory on official sporting events
[determines 26], the status of organisational partner to carry out training courses for stewards
and delegates responsible for the safety and security function and to date, has already formed
over 70 new delegates.
Among its other objectives there is that to facilitate the exchange and sharing of experiences
between its members and its associated counterparts, favored also by national congresses
organized every six months [last, Fifth Edition, was held on last 18 January in Milan] contributing
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to implementing solutions aimed at the recovery of Italian stadiums as places of sports

theatre based on a concrete plan of security. In this regard, on March 26, 2011, just to share
with FISSC some issues, A.N.DE.S. established its seminary in Verona so to share a moment
together.
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Initiative “Youth Fans”
by ‘Centro Coordinamento Cesena Clubs’
Great success has found the initiative held jointly by the Coordination Centres of Cesena and
Genoa, Sunday morning at the Kick Off Sports Centre at Villa Culverts in Cesena. Two matches
were organised in which youth fans coming from Genoa and their peers fans from Cesena all
strictly dressed in their respective clubs colours. In a climate of friendship and sympathy, two
matches were played, which were witnessed by several parents and fans. Then everyone to
lunch in cosy space to Kick Off Sports Centre and where the traditional exchange of gifts took
place, in the presence of the Director of the technical area of Cesena Calcio Lorenzo Minotti and
administrative delegate of Genoa, Alessandro Zarbaro. Finally, in the afternoon, all youth
players/fans of Cesena and Genoa were taken to the stadium to watch, side by side on the
steps, Cesena vs Genoa, everyone cheering their team and giving an example of great
sportsmanship towards all those who still today, unfortunately, live football in a distorted way.

The Friends of Chievo celebrate on 31 marzo 2011

by Centro Coordinamento Amici del Chievo

The Coordinating Friends of ChievoVerona presents "Gala 2011 ChievoVerona" a feast for all the
members of Chievo Verona supporters clubs which will for sure see a large crowd of fans, with
dinner and raffle to follow and which will be held on Thursday 31 March next at the Centro Risi
of Isola della Scala in Via Bastia.
During the evening, all players of the Serie A team Chievo Verona, will be available to fans for
photos and autographs.
At the dinner will also be present all the technical staff headed by coach, Mr. Stefano Pioli, and
the executive staff of the club with President Luca Campedelli at its head.
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School of Blues Fans “Cheer For and Not Against” visits Ponzano School
by Centro Coordinamento Empoli Clubs
The school of blue cheer, promoted by the coordination centre "Empoli Clubs" had as its protagonist the pupils
of the elementary school of Ponzano, two classes for a total of about 45 children participating in the project
"School of fans". Talks on "safety in the stadiums" with the valuable participation of Commissioner Dr. Di
Domenico (Commissariat of Empoli) and of a stewart who gives service at the Carlo Castellani Stadium of
Empoli. The main topic was the discipline regulations observed inside the stadium, apart from explaining as
well the entry mode to enter the stadium which gave rise to many questions from the young students and
prospective fans.
The activities of Blue Cheer school will continue next week again in Ponzano school with the participation of
official referee Pinzani and Empoli players.

Initiative “Fair Play” between fans of Inter and Parma
by Centro Coordinamento Inter Clubs

The photos might mislead; we are not in Parma, but in offices of the CCIC in Milan where the
coordinators of the away team supporter club were invited by Fausto Sala to exchange of
compliments before the kick-off of the match. The Director of the CICC met the representatives
of the Coordination Centre of Parma Club — Nello Mendi [FISSC delegate]; Vito Copelli; Franco
Greplo and Claudio Obbi.
Another way to prepare to live the pre game full of sound passion for football and the colors of
your favorite team, inciting loudly alongside each other their favorites and waving scarves and
flags of different colors.
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From Castellammare di Stabia “ For Benin “
by Franco Giordano — I.C. Castellammare di Stabia
On 21 July last I left for Benin, a very poor country located in West Africa, between Nigeria and Togo. It was the fourth time
that I was there, as part of a non-profit organization that focuses on supporting the missions of Camillian Fathers who have
their mother house in San Giorgio a Cremano. My group is constituted mainly by doctors but also for us non-medics there is
always so much to do. We give service at the hospital of "La Croix" in Zinviè, where we allow the only surgeon there to take
a couple of weeks of holidays and without our contribution the surgery department would close.
This year even Inter Club of Castellammare di Stabia wanted to give its contribution, the entire proceeds of the evening of
March 5, when the club celebrated its 25th anniversary of its foundation, has been donated to in charity to this hospital and
will contribute to the restructuring of a dispensary, a center for the distribution of medicines to the poor.
I personally handed over the cash to the Director Father Raoul André Ayou along with a tile with the club's logo that will be
placed at the entrance of the facility.

Initiative “ Project Madagascar “
by Centro Coordinamento Belli Carichi Modena Clubs
“Dedicated to that child out of every four that will not arrive to five years, but also to those three children out of every four that do so because Africa makes millions of deaths, but also millions

of lives and you won't know who's is the worse ”

Giobbe Covatta ‐ The White Continent

Starting from these heavy words and our club philosophy which believes that the passion for soccer should not be limited to the outcome of the result on the field and that the support, as
the moment of aggregation, should be an opportunity to do good and not just occasionally, so we decided to give life to the project "Madagascar".
In support of and in collaboration with the "Onlus Alfeo Corassori – life for you”, the ‘Belli Carichi Modna’ are collecting funds for the construction in ‘Ilena village - City of Modena " of a
former leprosarium now reconstructed, together with the construction of facilities dedicated to children, but not only, in the context of health and education, with a particular attention to
the preservation of the environment, a multi-purpose sports facility, next to the new school, will be built , in which not only the boys of the village and school students, but all young people
and children from nearby villages will be able to practise various sport activities including football and basketball.
The initiative will last many years and will provide different moments and initiatives for fundraising.
We are confident that the great heart of the Modenese fans,, Modena F.C. 1912, and media will enable us to implement this small, but very important structure and aggregation Center that
will help many children and youngsters in physical rehabilitation and to find recreational moments in a very difficult situation.
Football and support for our team for us, it is also and above all, this.
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Project “Quench the thirst for water“
by Centro Coordinamento Monopoli Clubs
The Coordination Centre Biancoverde Monopoli has participated in the project that ‘Vox Popoli’ has conceived for southern Italy, in collaboration with
AMIU City of Bari, and with the participation of the ASM of Molfetta "Quench the thirst of water ", a project that was created in the wake of the French
project "Les bouchons d'Amour" and which provides, through the collection and sale of caps, plastic (polyethylene) the realization of a well tank at
Koudengou and one at Gouandé in the Diocese of Natitingou in Benin, Africa where Comboni missionaries have been operating for years, there where
Christophe Magand and Carmela Ginefra, responsible for the construction of wells, have operated for about seven years.
We are delighted to announce that the sum of €8.850,00 were sent in Benin for the construction of the well at Gouandé.
Thanks to the cooperation of all of you who believe in this fantastic project we managed to reach this first exciting milestone. It will be our prerogative to
inform all by means of photographic material about the construction of the well in the community of Gouandé where the water emergency is no longer
critical, we can even inform you that we are almost there as regards the second well.
THANKS TO ALL AND LETS GET ON WITH THE COLLECTION !!!

Our commitment for a better football support
by Centro Coordinamento Treviso Clubs
Treviso-Empoli will not be remembered exclusively for the two goals scored by Scaglia and the great show given by Luca Gotti’s men. The real show is in fact took
place in the stands of the stadium "Omobono Tenni", where the passion of a group of kids gave a great lesson in fairness and sportsmanship to all football world. The
protagonists of this beautiful initiative were young fans of Treviso and Empoli, following an agreement between the respective coordination supporters clubs, they
got to spend a healthy day of sport and friendship. The success of this initiative is due in part to the valuable collaboration of Club Sile Biancoceleste who hosted the
children of Empoli and in the figure of the President Gianni Biondo, who wanted to tell us more about this unforgettable day:
“This is a commendable initiative time up to emphasize the purely sporting aspect of the football event. Finally the usual agonism was set aside and the focus was set
on a fundamental value such as friendship. It has been a pleasure for Club Sile Biancoceleste to host these youths, give them a good lunch and accompany the group to
visit our city. From Empoli came a coach with about fifty young people full of enthusiasm. Among these youths friendship and understanding was established
immediately and which culminated at the stadium, where empolese and trevigiani helped each other to place their banners. A special thanks goes to Quaestor of
Treviso, who wanted to speak with us to offer his contribution and some useful advice on the management of the event”.
Once again Treviso, when it comes to promoting good healthy support , is always in the front line.
This time however, the certainty is accompanied by a hope - that we are not alone in fighting this battle.
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In Friuli - Fans togather for lunch
by Centro Coordinamento Udinese Clubs

Behind closed doors, matches at high risk and fears of accidents. All things that do not belong to
Udinese-Chievo scheduled for Thursday 6 January at Friuli. It will be a kind of "fair play" Derby, at least
in the stands, a challenge under the banner of friendship. The Udinese Calcio and the Association of
friends of Chievo, in fact, will find time to have lunch together before the game .
“Already from early morning fans of Udinese and ChievoVerona - reads a note of the Association

Udinese Club - will get togather to prepare a lunch based on typical products of the two regions. Two
coaches from Verona will be expected to arrive at noon and will be welcomed by the Executive
Directive of the AUC and the presidents of the Udinese supporters club who will be present at the event.
This is an initiative that finds the full consent of both sides, always at the forefront in fostering and
promoting non-violent support and in the organization of events of this kind of socialising. After the
lunch all supporters will reach the Friuli Stadium to watch the match and subsequently participate in
the third part, organized by both sides, in the parking lot behind the grandstand”.
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